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Inventory Management for Magento2

Inventory Management for Magento2
1. Overview
Warning
From Magento version 2.3, Magento Multi-Sources Inventory modules are installed and enabled.
Our Embedded ERP modules are not compatible with these modules.
To make it work correctly, you will need to disable them all, following Magento 2 official documentation.
Inventory Management extension for Magento2 features a full Warehouse Management System in Magento, bringing
the following features :
• Multiple warehouses support
• Stock movement support
• Warning & ideal stock levels support
• Mass stock Editor, Stock Helper
• Stock reservation for pending orders

2. Installation
Warning
From Magento version 2.3, Magento Multi-Sources Inventory modules are installed and enabled.
Our Embedded ERP modules are not compatible with these modules.
To make it work correctly, you will need to disable them all, following Magento 2 official documentation.
Also, these modules have to be disabled to ensure a good working of Inventory Management :
• Amasty Improved Sorting (module code : Amasty_Sorting)
• Firebear Configurable Products (module code : Firebear_ConfigurableProducts)
• LanthopusX List View (module code : LanthopusX_ListView)

Installation
To install correctly Inventory Management in your Magento 2, here are the steps to follow :
1. Download the extension (provided as a ZIP archive) from your BoostMyShop account, My Downloads section.
2. Unzip the downloaded archive, then upload extracted files to your server, into the Magento root folder.

Note
If files upload have been done correctly, a module folder named “AdvancedStock” should be visible in
directory app/code/BoostMyShop/.
3. Connect to your server via SSH, then run the following command lines :
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php
php
php
php
php
php

bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento

setup:upgrade
setup:di:compile
setup:static-content:deploy
bms_advancedstock:flush_stock_index
indexer:reindex
cache:flush

Note
These commands will install the module in Magento.
4. Once done, run these additional commands to initialize module data :
php
php
php
php
php
php
php
php

bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento
bin/magento

bms_advancedstock:refresh_quantity_to_ship
bms_advancedstock:refresh_sales_history
bms_advancedstock:refresh_sellable_quantity
bms_advancedstock:fix_reservation
bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix
bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies
bms_advancedstock:flush_stock_index
indexer:reindex cataloginventory_stock

Note
More informations on the stock discrepencies command line : Stock Discrepancies.

Warning
Once Inventory Management has been installed, two Magento configuration options need to be set to “No” to
ensure good stock management workflow.
These options are the following one :

• Stores > Configuration > Catalog > Inventory > Stock Options > Decrease Stock When Or
• Stores > Configuration > Catalog > Inventory > Product Stock Options > Automatically

Upgrade
The upgrade process is exactly the same as the installation process.

Uninstallation
Disable module
You can disable the Advanced Stock module using Magento module:disable command line via SSH :
php bin/magento module:disable BoostMyShop_AdvancedStock
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Warning
Once Inventory Management has been uninstalled, two Magento configuration options need to be set back to
“Yes” to ensure good Magento stock management workflow.
These options are the following one :

• Stores > Configuration > Catalog > Inventory > Stock Options > Decrease Stock When Or
• Stores > Configuration > Catalog > Inventory > Product Stock Options > Automatically

Reset data
In order to reset all Inventory Management data, please run these SQL commands in your database.

Note
Following this script execution, all product stocks will be reset to 0.
UPDATE cataloginventory_stock_item SET qty = 0;
-- Clean Inventory Management tables
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE
TRUNCATE

bms_advancedstock_extended_sales_flat_order_item;
bms_advancedstock_routing_store;
bms_advancedstock_routing_store_warehouse;
bms_advancedstock_sales_history;
bms_advancedstock_stock_movement;
bms_advancedstock_transfer;
bms_advancedstock_transfer_item;
bms_advancedstock_warehouse;
bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item;

3. Concepts
This page explains the main concept for the inventory management extension.
First of all, this extension uses every existing Magento features about the inventory management, and extend them.
So you can still use the settings available in the product view, under the “advanced inventory” tab.

Warehouses
The inventory management extension supports multiple warehouses : by default, after installation, one warehouse
already exists. This default warehouses is technically required by the extension, can not be deleted and EVERY
products created in magento will be associated to that warehouse (with a quantity of 0 by default). You can rename
that first warehouse, and we do encourage you to use it as your main warehouse.
One warehouse can contain products : several information are available at the product / warehouse level :
• Physical Stock level : this is the quantity in the warehouse
• Qty to ship : this is the quantity to ship for opened sales order
• Qty available : physical quantity minus the quantity to ship
• Shelf location : location of the product in the warehouse
The best way to edit product / warehouse details is to use the mass stock editor but this information are also
available in the “Inventory management” tab in the product view.
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Stock movements
Each time the physical stock level of any product changes in one of its warehouse, a stock movement MUST be
created to process this stock change.
Stock movements are automatically created in some cases :
• When an order is shipped
• When a purchase order is received (available when our Procurement or Embedded ERP extension is
installed)
• If you manually change the stock level from the Mass stock editor, a “System” stock movement will be
created.

Warning
It is mandatory that for each product, its physical quantity matches to the sum of its stock movement qty.
If it is not the case, you may experience unexpected behaviours.
So, when you need to update a product physical stock level (for any reason), the best practice is to go within the
product view and then create a new stock movement from there.
A stock movement is composed of the following information:
• From : This is the warehouse where the product comes from : it can be empty if the product comes from a
warehouse that you do not manage (from a supplier for a purchase order reception, or from a customer for
a customer return)
• To : This is the warehouse where the product goes to : it can be empty if the warehouse is out of your
control (when you ship an order to a customer for instance)
• Quantity : This is the stock movement quantity. This quantity will be decreased from the “From”
warehouse, and increased in the “To” warehouse. .. warning:: The quantity must always be positive. Even
for outgoing stock movements, qty must be positive as only the “From” and “To” fields of the stock
movement form will manage how the stock movement qtuantity will be managed.
• Category : This is the stock movement category, used for information only, having no impact on the stock
movement itself.
• Comment : This is a mandatory little note added for each stock movement. You must explain there the
stock movement creation purpose.
Finally, all stock movements already created can be found in one of ERP grids, available from menu
Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Stock Movements.

Sellable quantity
Magento supports the sellable quantity at the website level, so our extension fits to this design. To know the sellable
quantity for one product, you must go within the product view, and select “Inventory management” tab : you have the
quantity available for sale per website in the first grid “Quantity sellable per website”.
The sellable quantity for one website is updated this way :
• Use every warehouses for which the “Use for sales” option is enabled in the “Warehouse routing” screen (this is
configurable per website)
• Then, the system calculates the sum of the available quantity for each warehouse, and update the total sellable
quantity at the website level.
This very flexible engine allows to support different scenarios :
• Sellable quantity on your website can be the sum of your warehouse + a physical store, but the sellable quantity
in the store is only the quantity in the “shop” warehouse
• Sellable quantity can be the sum of your warehouse + a drop shipping warehouse
4
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• If you create a “RMA” or “Defective” Warehouse, do NOT enable the “Use for sales” option !
Once everything is configured, inventory management will update the sellable quantity when :
• A new order is placed
• Physical quantity in one warehouse changes

Warning / Ideal stock levels
The warning & ideal stock levels are used to raise notifications when a product stock level goes low. Those levels are
configurable at the warehouse level.
The concept is the following : when the quantity AVAILABLE for one product in one warehouse goes BELOW the
warning stock level, then a notification is raised to reach the ideal stock level, here are some examples :
Available Qty

Warning stock level

Ideal stock level

Notification

10

15

20

Buy 10

10

5

8

Buy 0

10

15

15

Buy 5

To get a quick view about the products to reorder, use the stock helper screen.

Sales order item routing
When a new order is placed, the extension will assign a warehouse to each order item : this is the warehouse from
which the product will be dispatched : this flexible engines allows to get an order dispatched from different location,
depending of the stock levels in warehouses, or of the client location.
You can check or change the warehouses associated to order items in the order view (inventory tab).
The rule configuration for the warehouse routing can be defined in the “Warehouse routing” screen.
In the first versions, 2 rules are available :
• Warehouse with stock, order by priority : in that case, the system browse the warehouses having the “Use
for shipments” option enabled, sorted by priority (1 => 9999). Then, it will use the first warehouse that has
enough available stock to dispatch the order item
• Always priority one : in that case, order items are always assigned to the warehouse having the “Use for
shipments” option enabled AND a priority of 1.

Warning
Warning : if you change that configuration, it will apply ONLY for future orders, not for existing ones.

Stock reservation
The Inventory extension includes a mechanism to reserve inventory (if available) when an order is placed, here is
how it works :
• Let’s consider a product P in warehouse W, with a physical quantity of 2 : at this stage the available quantity is
2. Backorders are enabled for this product
• A customer place an order with 1 product P, the order item is assigned to warehouse W. Then, the system
checks if product P is available in the warehouse W: yes it is, so it reserve the product for the order, and the
product available quantity becomes 1.
• Another customer places the same order, product is also reserved for this order, and the available quantity
becomes 0
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• As backorders are enabled in magento, a third customer can purchase the same product. However, when the
order is placed, the system can not find any available product, and then the quantity is NOT reserved for this
third order.
• A few days after, you receive a purchase order and increase the stock to 10 : at this moment, the system looks
for order pending this product, and then, reserve the product for this third order.
This way, you always know what orders are fullfillable or not, and also what quantity of your inventory is reserved for
future shipment.

Note
Note : if an order is cancelled, the product is released and assigned to another pending order.

4. Configuration
Magento Configuration
The inventory management extension does not change the way magento handles inventory, but here are a few
points / thoughts :
• You can still use options available in store > configuration > catalog > inventory, they are all compatible with our
extension
• You can not have negative quantities anymore in Magento, as it now contains the quantity sellable, so in the
worst case (for products not in stock allowing back orders), the magento quantity will be 0

Inventory management configuration
Inventory
Management
settings
are
available
Stores > Configuration > Boostmyshop > Inventory Management.

from

menu

General
Option

Description

Disable logs

Record logs in Inventory Management extension

Log stock movement
stacktrace

Keep a stacktrace of each stock movement. Useful for debug if you have
unexplained stock movements.

Attributes
Option

Description

Barcode attribute

Select there the product attribute containing its barcode (EAN or UPC type)

Manufacturer attribute

Select there your manufacturer attribute

Pending Orders
Option
Pending
orders
statuses
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Description
Select all order statuses that you consider as “opened orders” : these orders will reserve stock
(if available) and so update the quantity to ship

5. Warehouses Management

Note
If you change selected statuses, you’ll need to run the following command line to update correctly quantities to
ship :
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:refresh_quantity_to_ship

Stock levels
Option

Description

Default value for Warning stock level

Default “Warning stock level” value for products not having a custom
one

Default value for Ideal stock level

Default “Ideal stock level” value for products not having a custom one

Weeks for sales history range #X

Number of week(s) to consider for Sales history update

Front end
Option
Display
stocks

Description
If enabled, a new “Stock” tab will be added to each product page on your website frontend, with the
warehouses stock levels summary displayed in it

Note
Only stock from warehouses having “Display on front” option enabled will be displayed. More information on the
warehouse option “Display on front” : Warehouses Settings

Stock Discrepencies
Option
Stock
discrepency
report

Description
Display the “Stock discrepencies” report. It will show a report listing all Inventory errors, with
a “Fix” button allowing to fix them

5. Warehouses Management
You can create warehouses for every product container, relevant cases are :
• A building
• A shop
• A supplier
• A shelf in the warehouse that contains defective products
• For products reserved (for instance for a show room, or for internal usage)

Warehouses Settings
The
warehouses
management
screen
Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Warehouses.
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available

from

menu

5. Warehouses Management
From there, you get the possibility to create, delete or modify any warehouse.

Note
Be careful to never delete your default warehouse (the one with the ID 1), as it will cause serious problems
inside ERP.
If you click on any warehouse row in the grid, or click on the Add new warehouse button located at the top-right
corner of the grid, the warehouse edition screen will be displayed.
Here is a description of each tab available from this edition screen.

General
Main
Option

Description

Name

Name of your carehouse, displayed in ERP grids and screens.

Contact

Contact name in the warehouse.

Email

Email address to contact.

Status

Enabled / Disbaled. If the warehouse is disabled, it is hidden from ERP screens and grids.

Fulfillm
ent
method

Defines the warehouse type. More informations below.

Primary

Define a warehouse as “default target one” for all incoming stock movements made by third party
extensions.

Display
on front

If enabled, the warehouse available quantity will be displayed on the website frontend, at product view
level (global setting must also be enabled from
Stores > Configuration > BoostMyShop > Inventory Management > Frontend).

Use for
supply
needs

Consider this warehouse for the Supply Needs calculation.

Website

Not used.

Notes

Extra notes about this warehouse.

Open
hours

Warehouse working hours.

Note
The fulfillment method will define in which screen the ordered products associated to the warehouse will be
displayed and managed.
• Warehouses with Shipping fulfillment method will be managable through ERP Order preparation screen.
• Warehouses with Drophip fulfillment method will be managable through Drop Shipping orders screen, if
DropShip extension is installed.
You have to keep at least one warehouse with a “Shipping” fulfillment method to be able to process
orders through ERP order preparation screen.

Supply Needs
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Option

Description

Use for supply
needs

Calculate supply needs for this warehouse products

Default warning
stock level

Default warning stock level for products in this warehouse

Default ideal stock
level

Default ideal stock level for products in this warehouse

Enable low stock
automatic update

Enable the automatic update of warning and ideal stock levels for products in this
warehouse

Optimal stock level
duration

Used in the ideal stock level calculation : ideal_stock_level = (supplier_lead_
time - optimal_stock_duration) x (sales_per_week / 7)

Warning stock %

Used in the warning stock level calculation : warning_stock_level = warning_sto
ck_level * (ideal_stock_level / 100)

Note
More information available about the Low stock automatic update available there.

Address
These fields will be used to display the warehouse address on the website front end if the Display on front option is
enabled (available in the General section).

Figures
Field

Description

Skus in
stock

Count of products currently affected to this warehouse, being in stock.

Total
products

Sum of all products physical qty affected to this warehouse. For example, if product A has 5 on hand
qty, and product B has 3 on hand qty, this field will display 8.

Total
value

Total cost of all products currently affected to this warehouse (for each product :
total_product_cost = product_cost * product_physical_qty).

Note
In the case where the full ERP package is installed and a product is associated to multiple suppliers, the
cost used to calculate “Total value” field is the one from the supplier with setting “Primary” set to “Yes”.

Note
The Total products value is the sum of physical quantity of each product in the warehouse.
For example if your warehouse contains 2 products, product A with 5 physical qty and product B with 3 physical
qty, the Total products value will be equal to 5 + 3 = 8.

Products
This tab summarizes stock levels of all products associated to the warehouse.
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Note
In order to understand how are working stock levels, please take a look at the Concepts section.

Note
You can export this grid into a CSV file, using the Export button available above the grid.

Orders to ship
This grid displays order items to be shipped from this warehouse.
Once an order is shipped, order items will be removed from this grid.

Import
This feature should be used to update stock levels of warehouse products.
Expected file format and file specifications are described in the Import tab.
As a reminder, here are important points :
• File extension : CSV / TXT
• Separator : Semi-colon (; or ,)
• Mandatory column : sku

Warning
When importing csv file make sure that the encoding type is in UTF-8.

Warning
Only SKU(s) already associated to the current warehouse are importable.

Note
Please use column names as described in the Import tab, using only lowercase letters.
As a reminder, usable column names in the import file are :
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• sku (mandatory or use barcode instead)
• barcode (mandatory or use sku instead)
• qty
• shelf_location
• warning_stock_level
• use_config_warning_stock_level
• ideal_stock_level
• use_config_ideal_stock_level
That means you cannot associate new products to this warehouse using this import, but only change stock level
of already existing ones.
If you try to import a SKU not already associated to the warehouse, the import will not process this row but will
still process other ones.
CSV file example
sku;qty;shelf_location;
24-MB01;1;A1
24-MB02;10;D4
Once your file is correctly formatted, simply select it with the Choisir un fichier button, then click on
Save Warehouse.
This will process the import and display a message saying how many stock level have been correctly updated, and
how many were not updated.

Note
If the file is not well formatted, it will display an error message to let you know what’s wrong with the current file.

Warehouses Routing
These screen is used to configure the system and decide how the warehouses are used.
There are 2 important roles for a warehouse :
• Stocks in the warehouse are available for sales on the website, and are used to calculate the sellable quantity
• Warehouse is used to dispatch order item
Both roles are configurable at the website level (store and store view levels are NOT available).
If you want to use a warehouse stock levels to sell on a website, you must enable the “Use for sales” option for the
website / warehouse. Then, the quantity available for sales on the website will be the sum of the quantity available in
the warehouses having “use for sales” enabled.
To select the warehouse to dispatch an order item, the configuration is a bit more complex: you must first enable the
option” Use for shipments” for warehouses that can dispatch, and then configure the method and the priority :
• Warehouse with stock, order by priority : in that case, the system browse the warehouses having the “Use
for shipments” option enabled, sorted by priority (1 => 9999). Then, it will use the first warehouse that has
enough available stock to dispatch the order item
• Always priority one : in that case, order items are always assigned to the warehouse having the “Use for
shipments” option enabled AND a priority of 1.
Here is an example of warehouses configuration. In that example, we do have 2 websites :
• Main website is your online website.
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• Paris shop is a store, on the “Champs Elysees” in Paris

• For the main website, the quantity sellable is the SUM of quantity available in warehouse default, drop ship and
paris shop
• For the Paris shop website, the quantity sellable is ONLY the quantity available in the paris shop website
When an order is placed on the “Paris shop” website, it is only dispatched from the “Paris shop” warehouse (it is the
only one that has the “Use for sales” option enabled, and it is priority 1
When an order is placed on the main website, the systems checks if there are stocks in the default warehouse, if so it
associated the default warehouse to the order item. If there is no stock in the default warehouse, then it checks the
drop ship warehouse. If there is no stock at all, then the warehouse with the priority 1 will be used (default in that
case)

Note
an order placed on the main website will NEVER be dispatched from the paris shop, even if we use that
warehouse to calculate the sellable quantity. If the product is only available in the paris shop, you will have to
transfer the stock to the default warehouse to dispatch the order.

Warning and ideal stock levels automatic update
ERP can automatically update warning and ideal stock levels based on sales history.
Here is described how work the algorithm.

Average sales per week calculation
This is done using the sales history comuting the average value for the 3 ranges.

Ideal stock period calculation
This is the period of sales we want to cover to make sure we wont go out of stock.
This period is the sum of :
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• The warehouse optimal stock level duration (can be configured in the warehouse view, under the supply
needs section)
• The product’s primary supplier lead time : this is the sum of supplier’s shipping delay + supply delay
(configurable in the supplier view)

Warning stock level calculation
Warning stock level is always a percentage of the ideal stock level.
You can configure this percentage in the warehouse view in the Supply needs section, filling the Warning stock %
field.

Additional information
• You can exclude a product from the low stock automatic calculation from the stock helper screen, from the
“Disable low stock update” column.
• If the warning / ideal stock level result is between 0 and 1, but not 0, the result will be rounded to 1.

6. Stock Helper
The stock helper screen has been designed to help you to optimize your products ideal & warning stock levels
depending of procurement and sales history data.

Warning
Only simple and virtual products will be displayed in this grid, as others kind of products should not be stock
managed, meaning they don’t have any ideal or warning stock level.

Note
Please take a look at the Concepts section to better understand how are working warning & ideal stock levels.
By the same way, simple and virtual products having the Magento inventory option “Manage stock” set to “No”
will not be displayed in this screen. The “Manage stock” option of each product can be found going into
Catalog
>
Products
grid,
selecting
a
product,
then
going
into
Advanced Inventory popup > Manage stock.
In the stock helper grid, you will find one row by product by warehouse associated.

Available columns
It is composed by the following columns :
Column
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Description

Image

Product image.

Sku

Product sku.

Product

Product name.

Warehouse

Warehouse associated to the product.

Available Qty

Quantity available for the product, in the warehouse of the previous column.

History

Sales history of the product.

Avg per week

Number of sales per week (calculated from sales history).

6. Stock Helper

Lead time

Number of days needed by the supplier associated to the product for sending.

Run out (days)

Number of days until the product will be out of stock.

Warning stock
level

Product warning stock level. See “Concepts” section for more information.

Ideal stock
level

Product ideal stock level. See “Concepts” section for more information.

Qty to order

Suggested qty to order (calculated from pending backorders, product warning stock level & qty
to receive).

Suppliers

Suppliers associated to the product.

Discontinued

Product “discontinued” attribute. See “Procurement” documentation for more explainations.

Note
You can export the stock helper data into a CSV file using the Export button located in the top-right corner of
the screen.

Columns calculation
Lead time
The Lead time value is calculated using supplier delays, as following :
lead_time = supplier_supply_delay + supplier_shipping_delay

Note
Suppliers supply and shipping delays can be configured from the Suplier edition screen, in the “Settings” tab.
Only suppliers having the “primary” option in the product/supplier association set to “Yes” will be considered for
the product lead time calculation.
More information on the “primary” option in the product/supplier association documentation.

Avg per week
The Avg per week value is calculated using sales history data, as following :
average_sales_per_week
=
(number_of_sales_range_2
/
number_of_weeks_range_3)] / 3

[(number_of_sales_range_1
number_of_weeks_range_2)

/
+

number_of_weeks_range_1)
(number_of_sales_range_3

Note
The sales history ranges can be configured from the Inventory management configuration.
They are not automatically updated, they only get updated with the execution of an SSH command line.
You can add a cron task on this command line if you wish to get them automatically updated at a specific interval.

Run out (days)
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+
/

7. Product view
The Run out (days) value is calculated using the warehouse available qty and the Avg per week value (described
above) :
run_out = warehouse_available_qty / average_sales_per_week

Recommendations
The Recommendations column display warning & ideal stock levels calculated by the Warning & ideal stock levels
automatic update.

7. Product view
Inventory management extension adds a few new functions useful for products stock management, available
directly from product pages.

How to access
Depending on whether it has been installed as it or with the full ERP package, the way to access these
functions will be a little bit different :
• If you have only installed Inventory extension as it, a new products grid will be available from menu
Catalog > Inventory Management > Products.
From this grid you will be able to access ERP view of products simply clicking on any row.
• If you have the full ERP package installed, a new link will appear in Magento product page header,
called “Switch to ERP View” :

Available tabs
Once you have reached the advanced product view, you’ll find some sections related to Advanced Stock
functionalities.

Overview
The overview tab purpose is to display a quick summary of product stock data.
Here are descriptions of all available sections of this tab :
Section name (ERP full package /
Inventory Management extension only)
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Description

Stock settings per website / Available
stock per website

Quantity sellable for each website, being the sum of each
warehouse available qty.

Warehouses / Warehouses

Summary of stock levels in the different warehouses. More
information in the “Concepts” section.

7. Product view

Orders to ship (tab) / Pending orders

Current opened orders for the product. You can also see from which
warehouse orders will be dispatched from there.

New stock movement / Create a new
stock movement

Stock movement creation interface. More information in the
“Concepts” section.

Stock movements (tab) / Stock
movements

History of each stock movement done for the current product

Stock settings per website
This section displays the product stock summary by website, with useful informations.
It looks like :

As shown on above screenshot, the stock settings section will display stock data for each website created in
Magento, and an “Admin” additional one.
For each website, you’ll be able from there to change the “backorders” setting.

Note
The “Admin” website represents the Magento backoffice.
For example, “Admin” website data will be used when you create an order from the Magento backoffice
(Sales > Orders > Create New Order).
All products will be sellable through Magento backoffice order creation screen, no matter what their
availability status is (Magento default behavior)
Please keep in mind that the “backorders” option set for the “Admin” website will not apply for other websites, as
explained before.
You can also update this setting for multiple products at the same time using Magento functionality “Update
attributes”. More informations : FAQ - Backorders bulk update process

Note
If an “Index Status” column states “Index missing”, you can correct it following : FAQ - Stock settings per website
- Index missing

Orders to ship
This tab will allow you to check all pending orders for the current product, where at least 1 qty to ship is found.
You will also find there a usefull function (available from ERP v-1.3.8) called “Stock allocation”.
This function will allow you to “move” stock reservation between 2 orders to ship.
Let’s take an example :

In this example, we can see that the current product have 4 pending orders where at least 1 qty to ship is found.
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Among these orders, we can see that order #000000017 has 1 qty to ship which is not reserved yet has the
product has no available qty anymore.
In the same time, 3 other orders to ship have qty reserved for this same product.
The stock allocation function will then allow you to “prioritirize” some orders to be able to ship them first, by
“moving” the reserved qty between them.
In our example, we will take the reserved qty from order #000000035, and move it to order #000000017.
In the top drop down menu, we select in this case to allocate stock from order #000000035 to order #000000017.
Then, the qty reserved for order #000000035 (red framed on the previous screenshot) will be allocated to order
#000000017 (green framed on the previous screenshot).
The final result after clicking on Save will be :

Attributes
Available attributes
The attribute tab helps you to quickly set some product attributes that will be used through ERP.
These attributes can be defined from Inventory Management configuration.

Note
If you have the full ERP package installed, you will also find attributes definable from Order Preparation
configuration
Here is the list and description of each available attribute :
Attribute
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Description

Barcode

Product barcode, used in all screen where scan function is available

Weight

Product weight, used in the packing step available through the order preparation process

Volume

Product volume, used in the picking list available through the order preparation process

Package number

Number of packages required, retrieved in shipping label templates available codes

Discontinued

Set a product as discontinued if you don’t sell it anymore

8. Order view

Warning
Only attributes having mapping correctly done from configuration will be displayed in this tab.

Additional Barcodes
The Advanced stock module supports one main barcode for each product but can also manage additional barcodes.
These additional barcodes are only supported in the following screens at the moment :
• Purchase orders, reception screen (product additional barcodes can be scanned to increment its received
qty)
• Order preparation, in the packing screen (product additional barcodes can be scanned to increment its
packed qty)
• Mass stock editor, in the “Barcode” column, additional barcodes will be displayed
• Barcode inventory screen (product additional barcodes can be scanned to retreieve it)

8. Order view
A new tab is available in the order view : this is the “Inventory” tab.

This tab lists every order products, and give details about the dispatch :
• Quantity to ship : This is the quantity remaining to ship. If an order item is cancelled or refunded or shipped, it
will go to 0
• Quantity reserved : This is the quantity reserved for this order in the warehouse (please read the concepts
section to understand about the reservation process)
• Warehouse : Warehouse from which the order item is dispatched
• Shelf location : Product location in the warehouse
• Qty in the warehouse : Available quantity and physical quantity for this product in the warehouse
From here, you can change the warehouse : select another warehouse in the drop down menu and click on the
“save” button

9. Mass stock editor
The mass stock editor is designed to easily update inventory level and shelf location for products.
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It contains the following columns :
• Sku / Product / Status : Product information
• Qty in the warehouse : Physical quantity in the warehouse.
• Qty to ship : Quantity to ship in pending orders.
• Available quantity : Physical quantity minus quantity to ship
• Shelf location : Product location in the warehouse
To update values here, change the value in the text box and click on the save button.

Note
If you manually change the stock level, there will discrepancy between the sum of the stock movement and the
quantity stored. To avoid this problem, the extension will automatically create a stock movement to make sure
that the sum of the stock movement matches to the new quantity. This stock movement will be titled “From mass
stock editor”

10. Stock Take
The Stock Take feature has been made to help you to check if your warehouse(s) physical stock matches with the
ERP one for each product.
If some stock discrepancies are found, the stock take will automatically correct them once applied, to adjust ERP
stocks to the real ones.
It’s available from menu Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Stock Take.

1. Creation
To
create
a
new
stock
transfer,
access
(Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Stock Take).

its

main

screen

Then once the grid is displayed, click on New Stock Take button located at the top-right of the grid.
This will load a new screen called “Create new Stock Take” :
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first

10. Stock Take

Here is the description of each field displayed on this screen :
Field
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Description

Label

Name of the stock take

Warehouse

Warehouse where the stock take is processed

Status

Stock take current status

Website

Not managed at the moment

Use bin
locations

Allows to process the stock take location by location. Useful in the Scan screen, especially when
the Product Selection option is set on “All”

Product
Selection

Select the stock take processing method

Manufactur
ers

Only enabled if the Product Selection method is set on “Manufacturer”. Allow to chose products
manufacturer(s) to process the stock take on

Notes

Add personnal notes about this stock take

10. Stock Take

Warning
Set the Product Selection option on “All” can throw time out errors on the “Scan products” screen, as products
collection loaded can become really big.
We advise you to use a “Random” or “Manufacturer” value for the Products selection option, in order to limit the
products collection size and prevent time out problems.
If you still want to process a stock take on all your products at the same time setting the Products Selection
option on “All”, please also enable the option Use bin locations. This will add a “Location scan” step at the
“Scan” page load, limiting the products to scan to the chosen location, and so prevent time out errors.

2. Scan Products
You can also scan products you want to add to the stock take using your barcode scanner, with the “Scan” function.
This function is available clicking on the Scan Products button, located next to the Save button.
The “Scan” screen looks like :

From this screen, simply scan your products barcode to add them to the stock take.

Note
You can also use the + and - buttons to increase or decrease the quantity manually.

Note
If it seems that barcodes are not well recognized, please check :
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• That ERP can correctly find them by typping their barcode using your keyboard, making sure nothing is
focused when you type the code.
• That your barcode scanner is correctly adding a cariage return at the end of each barcode scanned.
Use the “Save” button to validate your scans. Then you can check what have been scanned in the “Products” tab.

3. Import Products
If you don’t want to scan your products, you can also import a csv file with the scanned quantity.
It can be done in the “Import / Export” tab.

4. Print
The “Print” button allows to print a PDF file with all products in the stocktake and their status.

5. Apply the stocktake
Once your stocktake is complete, you can apply it using the “Apply” button.

All stock movements that will be created are listed in a grid in order to check what is going to be applied.
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11. Stock Transfer
You can then use the “Create stock movements” button to update your stock levels.

Note
If some products you scanned during the Scan step are missing from the Apply grid, it can be due to some PHP
settings that need to be increased.
More information in the FAQ - Stock take scanned items not considered

11. Stock Transfer
The Stock transfer feature is designed to help you to transfer stock between warehouses.
It’s available from menu Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Stock transfer.
Here is described how to process a stock transfer.

1. Creation
To
create
a
new
stock
transfer,
access
(Embedded ERP > Inventory Management > Stock transfer).

its

Then once the grid is displayed, click on New button located at the top-right of the grid.
This will load a new screen called “Create new Stock Transfer” :

Here is the description of each field displayed on this screen :
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Field

Description

Reference

Name of the stock transfer

main

screen

first

11. Stock Transfer

From warehouse

Warehouse which stock is taken from

To warehouse

Warehouse which stock goes to

Status

Stock transfer current status

Website

Not managed at the moment

Notes

Allow to add personal notes

To be able to save the stock transfer, please fill all these fields, once done click on Save.

2. Add products
Now that the stock transfer has been correctly created and saved, you can start to select products to add.
To do it, a tab will be useful in the stock transfer interface : the Add products tab.
This tab helps you to select products to add to the current stock transfer.
Once the tab is opened, you should see a grid contaning all products associated to the “From warehouse” of the
stock transfer.

Note
You can click on the link from the SKU column to access the selected product page.
Select products you want to add to the current stock transfer by filling the “Qty to transfer” field.
Once done, simply click on Save to add selected products to the current stock trasnfer.

3. Products tab
At anytime, you can see which products have already been managed by the current stock transfer, going into the
Products tab.
This tab will display a products grid looking like :
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4. Apply / Receive the transfer
Once your transfer is ready, you can apply/receive it using the “Apply” button.

All products from the transfer are listed. You can process the reception manually, using the + and - button on the
right, or you can also use a barcode scanner.
A quicker way to receive all products is to use the “Fill all quantities” button.
At any time, you can see how many products have been processed and how many products are left to receive.
Once your reception is complete, just click on “Save”, ERP will create the stock movements to synchronize your
stock.
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Note
Products reception can be done step by step, meaning you don’t have to receive all of them at the same time.
To process products reception in multiple times, you simply need to repeat the reception process as many time
as necessary.

12. Stock Discrepancies
Description
This
report
is
available
from
Stores > Configuration > Inventory Management > Stock Discrepancies by clicking on the
Display button.
It can be updated :
• Using the Update Report button at the top right corner, for small products catalog.
• Running the following command line, for large products catalog :
bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies
If some errors are displayed once report has been updated, you can try to fix them automatically :
• Using the Fix errors button, for small products catalog.
• Adding the --fix option to the previous command line, for large products catalog :
bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix

Warning
If you only run the command line :
bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix
Errors will be fixed, but the report will not be updated and still display them. To update it please run the command
line again.

Note
You can execute/fix each probe of the stock discrepencies separately.
For it, add an --analyser PROBE_CODE instruction at the end of the basic command line, as following :
bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix --analyser PROBE_CODE

Where PROBE_CODE has to be replaced by the code of the probe you want to execute/fix.
For reference, here are each probe code :
Probe Name
Missing Warehouse items
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Probe Code
missing_warehouse_items

12. Stock Discrepancies

Missing Stock for website (table cataloginventory_stock)

missing_stock

Unconsistant Stock for website (table
cataloginventory_stock)

unconsistant_stock

Missing Stock items (table cataloginventory_stock_item)

missing_stock_items

Warehouse items with negative physical quantity

wrong_warehouse_item_quantity

Stock items with negative physical quantity

negative_stock

Quantity in stock item

wrong_stock_item_quantity

Quantity to ship in warehouse item doesn’t match to the
pending orders

wrong_quantity_to_ship

Unconsistant reserved quantity at warehouse item level

unconsistant_reserved_quantity

Missing extended information for sales order item

missing_extended_sales_flat_order_i
tems

Wrong extended information for sales order item

wrong_extended_sales_flat_order_it
ems

Stock items with quantity NULL (not zero)

stock_item_with_null_quantity

Products with a quantity sellable but out of stock

products_not_sellable

Products without stock, no backorder, but sellable

products_sellable_that_should_not

Note
If you get a “memory exhausted” error executing the stock discrepencies command line, like :
Fatal error: Allowed memory size of XXX bytes exhausted (tried to allocate XXX bytes)

You can solve this problem setting a “-d memory_limit” instruction at the start of the php command line :
php -d memory_limit=2G

bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix

If the problem persists, please increase the value from “2G” to an higher one, until it’s solved.

Probes
Here is described the role of each probe of the stock discrepencies report.

Missing Warehouse items
Every products should have an entry in the table bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item for each ERP
warehouses.
If some entries are missing, the Fix errors button will try to recreate them automatically.

Missing Stock for website (table cataloginventory_stock)
The cataloginventory_stock table must contain 1 row for each website created in Magento, and an
aditional row named “Admin”(this row show the total sellable qty, the one available when creating orders
from the backend).
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Note
Websites list is available from menu Stores > All Stores.
Let’s take the following screenshot as example :

As we can see, 2 websites have been created : “Main website” and “Website 2”.
Following this example, the cataloginventory_stock table must contain these values :

• We find a first row at the top of the table, with a website_id equals to 0, which respresent the “Admin”
data.
• Then, we find one new row per website created in Magento, with the “website_id” column containing
their ID in Magento.
In our example there were 2 websites created, so we find 2 more lines in the
cataloginventory_stock table.

Warning
Each “website_id” and “stock_id” value must be unique in the table.
You must not have for example 2 lines with the same “website_id”, or the same “stock_id”.

Unconsistant Stock for website (table cataloginventory_stock)
As explained in the “Missing Stock for website” section, the cataloginventory_stock table should have 1 row
per Magento website.
It can happen, after a Magento 1 data import for example, to have some “website_id” added to this table without
even existing in Magento 2 stores list (Stores > All Stores), due to the fact websites were existing in Magento
1 but have not been created yet in Magento 2.
These rows have to be removed from this table to prevent any problem in Magento.
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Warning
The stock discrepencies “Fix” button will not correct this kind of error itself, a manual database intervention will be
required.

Missing Stock items (table cataloginventory_stock_item)
Every products should have an entry in the table cataloginventory_stock_item for each Magento website.
If some entries are missing, the “Fix errors” button will try to recreate them automatically.

Warehouse items with negative physical quantity
This probe will detect if some of
bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item.

your

products

have

a

negative

quantity

in

the

table

The “Fix errors” button will update these entries to a 0 quantity value.

Stock items with negative physical quantity
This probe will detect if some of your products have a negative quantity in the table cataloginventory_stock_item.
The “Fix errors” button will update these entries to a 0 quantity value.

Quantity in stock item
As a reminder, in ERP Magento 2 version, the cataloginventory_stock_item table contains 1 row per website
for each product.
We will store in these rows the sum of warehouses available qty (the ones allowed for sales), for each website.
As example, it can happens that some third party modules will update qty values
cataloginventory_stock_item table directly, making it impossible for ERP to detect these changes.

in

the

Result will be a difference between the sum of warehouses available qty (stored in the
bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item table) and the qty value stored in cataloginventory_stock_item
table.
This probe will list these stock differences, and fix it by calculating again the sum of warehouses available qty (the
ones allowed for sales), then copying this value in the cataloginventory_stock_item table.

Quantity stored in warehouse item doesn’t match to the stock movements
This probe will compare, for each product and by warehouse, the “wi_physical_quantity” value stored in
bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item table with the sum of stock movements, calculated using column
“sm_qty” of bms_advancedstock_stock_movement table.

Quantity to ship in warehouse item doesn’t match to the pending orders
As a reminder, for each pending order (depending of Pending orders configuration), ERP will assign a
“Preparation warehouse” to each ordered item.
This probe will compare, for each product and by warehouse, the sum of ordered qty with the “qty_to_ship”
value, sotred in bms_advancedstock_warehouse_item table.

Unconsistant reserved quantity at warehouse item level
Available soon.

Missing extended information for sales order item
Available soon.
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Wrong extended information for sales order item
Available soon.

Stock items with quantity NULL (not zero)
This probe will detect if some entries of the table cataloginventory_stock_item have been created with a NULL
quantity.
The “Fix errors” button will replace NULL by 0.

Products with a quantity sellable but out of stock
This probe will detect all products having a qty greater than their Out-of-Stock Threshold, but being out of
stock.

Note
The Out-of-Stock Threshold can be defined for each product from its page, opening the “Advanced
Inventory” pop-up :

Products without stock, no backorder, but sellable
This probe will detect all products having 0 qty, no backorders, but being in stock.

98. FAQ
1. Incompatibility with Magento version 2.3.x
ERP is compatible with Magento version 2.3.0 since its version 1.3.4.
If you’ve got a lower version, please update it to the last one available.
Also, Magento released their own inventory management system through version 2.3.0.
This system called ‘MSI’ is not compatible with our ERP stock management system.
That means if you want to make ERP work on version 2.3.0, you will have to disable all modules part of the MSI
system.
You can find a way to disable them all through CLI command lines in the Magento developer documentation, please
check the following link : Disable Inventory Management
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2. Some tabs disappeared in ERP products view and orders view
Note
This has been fixed in ERP, since version 1.4.2.
Due to a know bug of the new versions of Magento 2, some tabs added by ERP will not be visible anymore after a
Magento upgrade.
The solution to solve it is the following :
• Open the file : /vendor/magento/module-backend/Block/Widget/Tabs.php
• Change the following line (should be around line 302, in function applyTabsCorrectOrder) :
$positionFactor = 1;
• By this one :
$positionFactor += 1;

3. Unable to access product ERP view
If you’re unable to access Advanced stock view, please check the following points :
• Have you got the full ERP package installed, or only Inventory management extension ?
In fact, the way to access Advanced stock view is a little bit different depending of that.
Please read : Advanced stock view access
• Is the extension correctly installed and enabled ?
To check it, please run the following command line :
php bin/magento module:status BoostMyShop_AdvancedStock

If the Advanced stock extension is shown as disabled, you can enable it using :
php bin/magento module:enable BoostMyShop_AdvancedStock

4. Stock settings per website - Index missing
It can happen, after a first installation, warehouse(s) or website(s) modification, that you get an “Index missing”
error in the “Stock settings per website / Available stock per website” section :

To correct it, please run the following command lines via SSH, from your Magento root path :
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:flush_stock_index
php bin/magento indexer:reindex
This should reindex all products and correct that kind of errors.
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5. ‘On hand’ qty field is not decreased after a shipment
You shipped your order and when you check the product from from the magento product view in the Advanced stock
section you note that the ‘Quantity’ has not been decreased correctly and the stock movement for the related
shipment not created ?
You can find theese informations in each ERP product view looking at the ‘On Hand’ column value, and also in the
Stock movements tab.
In most of the case this problem occurs because the option “Manage stock” is set to “No” on your(s)
product(s). Products must manage stock under ERP stock management system to make it work correctly.
To check if your product(s) manage stock :
• Check
your
settings
in
Stores > configuration > Catalog > Inventory > Product Stock Options > Manage Stock.
• Check
your
product
settings
individually
Catalog > Products > Quantity : link 'Advanced Inventory' > Manage Stock.

:

6. Configurable product configurations not appearing in some ERP views
Some configurable product configurations may not be displayed in some ERP view (as example the Mass Stock
Editor, “Add products” tab of purchase orders…).
This is due to the fact they’ve been created as “Virtual” products, and most of ERP grids only display
“Simple” ones.
In fact, if you use the Magento 2 wizard to create configurations for your configurable products :

Once all wizard steps are completed and so configurations have been created, you should see a summary grid of
these configurations :

As you can see, there’s a weight column in this grid, allowing you to set weight for each of these configurations.
The thing to know is that Magento 2 will create all configurations not having weight as Virtual products.
To switch their type to “Simple” products, you just need to set a weight for each of them,as that’s the way
Magento 2 differenciate simple and virtual products.
Once weight have been set for these configurations, they’ll be set as Simple products, and so well displayed &
managed in all ERP screens.
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7. Stock movement not created for simple products through a bundle product
after a shipment
If stock movement are not created from simple products into a bundle product when this one is shipped. This occurs
when the bundle product has the option ‘Ship Bundle Items’ in the ‘Bundle Items’ section set to ‘Together’.
If the version of your AdvancedStock module is older than v-1.1.15, you can simply update the module to the last
version where a fix has been included.

Note
You
can
check
the
current
module
app\code\BoostMyShop\AdvancedStock\composer.json

version

by

editing

file

To get the last version of the module, log in to your BoostMyShop account, then go to section
My Downloads > ERP Inventory
To process an upgrade of the module, please take a look at the Upgrade documentation.

8. Backorders bulk update process
Magento provides a native solution to bulk update the backorder setting from the Catalog > Products grid.
To do it, simply select products to update from the grid, then use the “Update attributes” mass action :

A new screen will be displayed, where you will be able to update any attribute for all products previously selected.
To find the backorders setting, go then to the “Advanced Inventory” tab.
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Note
At the top-right corner is located a “Store View” drop-down menu.
If you don’t change the default option selected (All Store Views), the backorders will only be updated for website
“Admin”.
If you want to change the backorders setting for a specific website, please select it from the “Store View”
drop-down menu before following next steps.
More informations : Product view - Stock settings per website
To update the backorders setting, please uncheck Use Config settings and check Change located just under
it.
Then, select a new backorder setting using the drop-down list.
Once done, click on Save to apply changes to the selected product(s).

9. Stock take scanned items not considered
It can happens that some products you added to a Stock take using the “Scan” function are then not correctly
considered, like they disappeared between the “Scan” screen and the Stock take “Scanned products” list.
The reason is probably some PHP settings not being enough increased to allow data of all scanned products
to be correctly transferred between the “Scan” screen and the database.
If you’ve got this problem, you will then need to increase these settings in your php.ini file (please ask a developper
to process such operation).
Here are the values we recommend :
• post_max_size = 128M
• max_input_vars = 50000
• upload_max_filesize = 128M

10. Unexplained stock movement(s) “Quantity changed event”
This kind of stock movement is created by the Stock discrepancies tool when a product available quantity is not
matching the sum of the available qty of all its warehouse available for sales (see Warehouses routing for more
explainations about warehouses available for sales).
It usually happens when the product quantity is changed directly from the Magento product page, instead of
by creating a stock movement or doing it from any ERP screen.

Note
This occurs only is you have defined as “Primary” one of your warehouses.
More information : Warehouses configuration
As a reminder, when ERP is installed, product stock quantity should not be updated anymore from the “Qty”
field available from each “Magento product view.

11. Sales history are empty
Sales history are not refreshed automatically. They can be updated using an SSH command line :
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:refresh_sales_history
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You can add a cron task on this command line to get sales history updated at a defined interval.

99. Technical resources
Command lines
Inventory management extension comes with a few command lines.
They can be executed in console mode using php bin/magento CMD, where “CMD” has to be replaced with one
of the available commands.

Warning
If you get this error running one of the following command lines : “Area code is already set”
Please open the php file containing the command code (these files are located
app\code\BoostMyShop\AdvancedStock\Console\Command\, and named as command lines names)

in

Then, find and replace the following line :
$this->_state->setAreaCode('adminhtml');
by :
try{
$this->_state->setAreaCode('adminhtml');
}catch(\Exception $ex)
{
//do nothing
}

Stock Discrepencies
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies
Runs
a
report
to
check
and
display
possible
stock
errors,
available
Stores > Configuration > Boostmyshop > Advanced inventory > Stock discrepencies.

from

Note
You can also run this command line preceded by the same one with the --fix option at the end, to try to fix all
errors found :
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies

More information on the stock discrepancies different probes : Stock discrepancies documentation

Note
If you get a “memory exhausted” error executing the stock discrepencies command line, like :
Fatal error: Allowed memory size of XXX bytes exhausted (tried to allocate XXX bytes)
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You can solve this problem setting a “-d memory_limit” instruction at the start of the php command line :
php -d memory_limit=2G

bin/magento bms_advancedstock:check_stock_discrepencies --fix

If the problem persists, please increase the value from “2G” to an higher one, until it’s solved.

Fix Reservation
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:fix_reservation
Check if there are some reservation problems (products over/under reserved).

Refresh Qty To Ship
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:refresh_quantity_to_ship
Update products “quantity to ship” for all warehouses.

Refresh Sellable Qty
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:refresh_sellable_quantity
Update products “Sellable quantity” in Magento, based on the quantity available in the different warehouses.

Refresh Sales History
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:refresh_sales_history
Refresh products “Sales History” statistics.

Note
Statistics are NOT updated automatically by default, you have to create a cron task to automate this update.

Import Warehouse Stock

php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:warehouse_import --warehouse_id X --file_path /path_to_CSV
This command executes the same import than the Warehouse stock import, but can be run with big import files
without timeout errors.
Simply replace “X” and “/path_to_CSV_file/” by correct values to run the import.

Note
For example :
• If the stock should be imported for the “Default” warehouse which ID is “1”
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• If the CSV file containing stock to import is located in the var/ folder and is named
“Warehouse_1_stock.csv”
The correct command line should be :

php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:warehouse_import --warehouse_id 1 --file_path var/Ware

Export Warehouse Stock
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:warehouse_export --warehouse_id X --date YYYY-MM-DD
This command executes the same export than the warehouse stock export available from the Products tab of
warehouse edit screen, but can be run with big export files without timeout errors.
Simply replace “X” and “YYYY-MM-DDD” by correct values to run the export.
The “date” setting is optionnal, meaning if not setting is provided the stock will be exported as it is at the
time of the export.

Note
For example :
• If the stock that should be exported in the one from the “Default” warehouse which ID is “1”
• If the stock should be exported how it was at June 12th, 2018
The correct command line should be :
php bin/magento bms_advancedstock:warehouse_export --warehouse_id 1 --date 2018-06-12
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